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1 INTRCDJCTION 

In order that an effioient cabin cooling system may be provided cm a high 
speed aircraft, an accurate assessment must be made of the heat load on the 
system. One of the major heat loada ia the heat that flows into the cabin as a 
result of aerodynamic heating of the skin during high speed flight. This heat 
load CM be reduced by the application of thermal insulation to the cabin wall, 
but the weight of this insulation should then be included in the cooling system 
Wight for assessments of overall design ef'ficienoy. In order to obtain the 
optimum distribution of weight between the insulation end the system and. to 
assess the heat load on the system knowledge is required a? the thermal 
resistance of the cabin w&l.1 insulatim. 

The cabin walls frequently have structural members extending from the 
hot aircraft skin into, or even through, the thermal insulation assembly. 
These members present little resistance to heat flow, ccmpared with the 
insulation resistance, and it ia difficult to calculate their effect on the 
thermal resistance of tlm oomposite structure and insulation assembly. A 
similar problem is cncounteredwith the physical attachments of the insulation 
to the cabin wall structure. These factors make it imprnotipable to derive 
accurately the thermal ccmduotarce of a combined structure and insulation 
nssembly from basic conductivity information, and recourse must be nmde to 
experiment or empirical formulae derived frrun experimental results. 

In order to investignte the problems of thermal insulation of hot cabin 
walls a series of thermal conductivity tests was made on specimens representing 
tho fuselage passenger cabin of a suprsonic transport aircraft with an outer 
skin temperature in the range 90420 0. The tests were made in conjunction 
with an investrgntionl using electrical analogue technique and thermal tests2 
with a 20' long x 12' diameter insulated cabin test specimen. All the 
conductivity teat specimens were 3' x 3' in area and the insulation scheme waa 
designed to include an integral cooling air passage. This type of wall 
insulation-and cooling scheme was selected for the test programme as a result 
of a study3 which indicated that at skin temperatures above 100% wall cnoling 
was more efficient than bulk insulation from the aspects of overall aystem 
design and passenger canfort. Consideration was mainly confined to the primpry 
insulation between the outer akin and the cooling air passage. 

The investigation was planned to: 

(a) develop a gocd insulation assembly of' low weight ard small thickness, 
using a limited range of currently available insulants, 

(b) determine the thermal oonductanoe of the assembly, . 

(c) Investigate the effect of low thermal resistance paths within the 
insulation, 

(d) Investigate the effect of mounting and attachments, 

(e) determine that the temperatures of the various insular layers were 
acceptable from the aspect of material degradation. 
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A total of seven specimens was tested of which six represented general 
fuselage wall construction ard one contained a floor beam to fuselage joint. 
In order to obtain a representative result it was decided that the test 
specimen must contain at least one fuselage frame pitch and a pitch of 22" was 
selected as typical for this dimension. To reduce end effeots a test specimen 
at least 5% greater in size was desirable ard a sise of 3' x 3’ was selected 
to allow the tests to be made in an existing test rig which was available for 
the work and required only slight modification to accommodate the wall cooling 
type of insulation scheme proposed. In order to ensure that speolmen construction 
and assembly were typical of aircraft standards the specimens were designed and 
manufactured by Bristol Aircraft Ltd (now the Fzlton Division of British 
Aircraft Corporation (Operating) LM). 

2 TEST RIG 

2.1 Description 

The tests were made in a 3’ x 3’ thermal conductivity test rig of guard 
ring type which had been developed for the purpose of testing homogeneous 
insulation materials. Basically this rig consists of an inner light alloy 
open topped box 3’ x 3’ in area and 9" deep, provided with adjustable brackets 
for support of a test specimen which forms a, lid to the box. A 1.8 kW ' 
electrical heater element formed from 19 s.w.g. nickel wire mounted on a 
3' x 3' compressed asbestos frame is mounted Inside this zoner box and is the 
main heater for the conductance tests. This heater is powered through an 
8 amp variable voltage transformer from the laboratory A.C. mains either 
directly or through a stablllsed voltage transformer. As shown in Fig.9, the 
inner box is mounted on 2"long compressed asbestos supports inside an outer 
metal box of similar design but 3’4” x 3’4” x II" in size with the space 
between the two boxes filled with mineral wool insulation. On the outer 
sides and base of this outer box are mounted guard heaters formed from evenly 
spaced Fyrotenax heating cables. The heating cables round the four sides of 
the box form one electric circuit an2 the base heater forms a second, both 
circuits being powered via 8 amp variable voltage transformers dlreotly from 
the laboratory A.C. mains. A total of 32 copper-constsntan thermocouples are 
attached to the outer surface of the inner box sides and base and 32 to tie inner 
surface of the outer box sides and base, in such a manner that when the two 
boxes are assembled the couples are In adJacent pairs across the gap. 

As shown in Figs.1 and 2, this guard ring box, containing the inner box, 
the specimen and mam heater, is mounted inside a compressed asbestos box 
3’6” x 3’6” x 12"onl"compressed asbestos spacers and with the intervening gap 
filled with mineral wool. This outer box prevents excessive heat loss from 
the guard heaters and reduces the injury hazard to personnel examining the 
specimen when the test rig is operated at high temperature. 

An air supply for the wall cooling duct within the test specimen was 
obtained frcan an olectrio fan supplying a 6” dia plenum chamber at the duct 
entry through a flow control valve, a variable output electric heater and an 
orifice plate for flow measurement section. Both the air supply ducting and 
the plenum chamber were well lagged to prevent temperature variation in the 
inlet air. A similar lagged plenum chamber was connected to the speounen wall 
cooling duct exit but this chamber exhausted directly to atmosphere. A 
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radiation shield of aluminium foil was mounted ebova the test specimen to 
reduce heat transfer frcm the surface by rsdiatron to the laboratory and a 
variable speed fan was mcuntod above the test specimen to give an air 
movement equivalent to that within an aircraft cabin (c &J ft/min). , 

2.2 Instrumentation 

2.2.1 Electrical power Input power to the main heater was measured on 
a Cambridge sub-standard multi range wattmeter. The power supplied to the 
guard box heaters was not recorded, 

2.2.2 Airflow The mass airflow to the wall cooling duct was measured 
with a stanbard orifice plate with D and D/2 tappings leading to water 
manometers. The airflow above the test specimen was measured with a velometer 
and the fan adjusted to give a reading of 30-40 ft/min. 

2.2.3 Temperature In general temperatures in the test rig and test 
specimen were measured by means of copper-ccnstantan thermocouples connected 
through oyolic switch boxes to a Iioneywell Brown continuous chart recorder 
Type ~153X62(~s) 12)-X-50V or an equivalent recorder, For the measurement of 
metal surface temperatures the thermocouple junctions were formed b 9 flash 
welding the individual wires to the metal surface at a distance of s" - $' 
apart. On non metallic surfaoes, the thermocouples were beaded and the bead 
oemented to the surface with a suitable adhesive. In all cases caution was 
exercised, especially in the case of thermocouples within the test specimen 
insulation, to ensure that the wire from the junction followed an isothermal 
path for some distance from the junotion to reduce the possibility of false 
temperature readings due to hoat conduction along the thermocouple wires. 

The measurement of the temperature of the wall cooling air at inlet and 
outlet and the tcmporature change bctwocn the two caused ccnsidoreble 
difficulty ard no really satisfactory method was devised. The reascm for the 
difficulty was that the air duct in tho spcclmen was scme 36" long by I" deep 
and stray heat flow from the test rig was conducted into the plenum chamber- 
duet junction. 'Initially three thermocouples were loaatcd at equidistant 
positions in both inlet and outlet ducts and switched either to record moan 
inlet end nutlet temperatures on the recorder rr'to form a closed thcrmcoouple 
loop and record the temperature difference on a millivoltmetor of 0 - 1.5 mV 
range. gubsequent to the tests on panel 2 these thermccouplcs were supplement& 
&th resistance tiiermaneterscreens farmed from 0.030" diameter high-a nickel 
wire wound on rectangular frame formera of flexible fibre sheet. These screens 
were built into bridge networks end were calibrated tier controlled conditions 
before installation. The indication cf temperature rise from these resistance 
wirescreens was assumed to bo more accurate than the difference in thermocouple 
readings. 

2.3 Test procedure 

The specimen was fitted with thermocouples, installed into the 
conductivity test rig snd the cooling air duct plenum chambers were assembled 
into position and lagged. After a check on all instrumentation the main and 
guard heaters were turned on nrxl the specimen raised to the required 
temperature: at the same time the cooling air temperature and mass flow were 
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adjusted end the "cabin air" circulationfan energised. As the required 
specimen skin temperature was approached the main heater power was slowly 
reduced until quasi stability was obtained. During this setting up period 
the guard heater controls were constantly adjusted to mountain thermal 
equilibrium between the inner and outer test rig baxes. The heater supply was 
then selected fran the stabilised voltage supply and final adjustments made to 
the cooling air controls end guard system. After a settling period of one 
hour during which time a check was made that stability of temperature in the 
specimen was within acceptable limits, the x&xument recordswere taken over 
a further pcriad of at least one hour at 15 minute intervals. 

After considerable trouble in obtarning stability it was found that the 
simplest procedure was to carry out the setting up prooedure during the after- 
noon and allow the specimen to settle down under constant conditions overnight. 
The next morning minor corrections could be made and the required degree of 
stability of less than 2O/hour skin temperature change, could then be obtained 
and the test run completed during the morning. In the afternoon new conditions, 
such as a change m cooling air mass flow or temperature, could be selected, 
the heater controls adjusted axi the specimen rcstablllsed ready to settle in 
overnight for a test run the next morning. 

Due to the high ratio of rig-specimen thermal capacity to main heater 
power the control was sluggish and any attempt to get quick results ended in 
failure. Although the method of test used was slr~, in that it took about 
3 weeks to test a specimen, It was found by experience to be the only 
acceptable mzthcd. 

3 DESCRIPTION OF SPECIMENS 

3.1 General fuselage specimens 

3.1.1 Panel structure The majority of the specimens representative of 
the general fuselage insulation were assembled onto metal structures represent- 
ative of the propostid constructicn m the forward fuselage of the Bristol 198 
transport aircraft. The panel structure comprised a light alloy sheet 
3' x 3' x 16 s.w.g. representing the aircraft skin to which were attached 
Z-section strmgers, $' x 2" x ?8 s.w.g., at 6" pitch ti ccmposite channel 
sections representing the fuselage mam frames rind subsidiary frames or crack 
stoppers, slotted to take the continuous stringers. There was no physical 
contact between the stringers and the frame membore. As illustrated III Pigs.j-7 
the 3" frames representing the main structure frames were construotcd from a 
29 x $" x 20 s.w.g. channel attached to a 12 x St1 x 20 s.w.g. angle section 
which was attached to the panel skin. The 2" frame was constructed in a 
similar manner but the channel section was reduced to I$ x 5" x 20 s.w.g. The 
panel structure had one main frame and one subsidiary frame mounted 
symmetrically on either side of thi: speoimen centre line at a pitch of 11" 
(Fig.3) ati additional main frames near the panel edges at a distance of 11" 
from the central frames. The effect of this difference between panel and air- 
craft laytbut 1s discussed in parn 5.2. 

The structure used for panel B198.4 dlfforcd sligntly m constructian in 
that the composite frame construction was rcplcccd by Z-section frsme 
construction (this panel wns representative of the construction used in the 
20' long cabin test2 specimen). In addition the stringers were 1.15" in height 
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as opposed to 9. Panel B198.5 represented the aircraft resr fuselage end had 
oanposite frames I" deeper than those in panels B198.1 to 4. The main frames 
were 4" deep and the subsidiary frame 3" deep. The stringer height was 1.15" 
as in penelB198.1. Material thicknesses and frame stringer pitch were 
unaltered. 

All jornts in the structure were conventional riveted joints and all 
the Uinternal" metal surfaces were treated with corrosion resistant paint 
aftcr assembly. The frames end stringers did. not extend fully across the. 
panel but were stoppod off 6" frcm the panel cdgcs to allu,v assembly of a 
Durestoe box struoture around the panel as shown in Fig.3. This box acted 
as an attachment for the edges of the thermal insulation layers and prevented 
ciroulation'of hot air fras the test rig heater into the specmen. 

3.1.2 Thermal insulation The thermal insulation on all six test 
panels representing the general fuselage insulatron assembly was of wall 
Cooling type. In confo&.ty with general usage the portion of insulation 
between the specimen skin (i.e. outer aircraft skin) and the integral cooling 
air duct is r&erred to as the Primary Insulation, and the Secondary Insulation 
refers to the insulation between the air duct and the cabin interior. Details 
of the insulation assemblies and the methods of attachment to the structure are 
given in Figs.7 to 12. 

In all cases the edges of the rigid primary insulation layer were attached 
to the Durestos box structure. .4t the entry and exit of the mtogral wall 
cooling air passage in the insulntlon, formed glass cloth/plnstlo laminate 
connector pieces were fitted to duct the cooling air from-and to the air 
plenum chambers. The side walls of the air passage were formed from channel 
sections, of appropriate depth, secured to the joint between the Durestos box 
an3. the prim-i-y insulation. The sldc edges of the secondary insulation layor 
were attached to those channels and also to the duct entry and exit oonnector 
pieces. 

In addition to edge mounting of the insulation assemblies an attachment 
was provided to secure the insulation assembly to one of the panel frame 
members. This frame attachment represented the nlrcraft mounting and was 
designed to give eiicquate strength of attachment of the insulation layers to 
the structure and also to allow removal aIr3 re-attachment of the various 
insulant layers. This latter feature was rcquircd in the test specinmns to 
allew installation of temperature measuring dcviocs and would be required on 
an aircraft installation for mspoction purposes. 

Panel B198.1 This insulation assembly, Fig.'?, was selected a8 an initial 
test specimen to act as a datum typical of current practice thermal 
insulation nodlfied to wall cooling type. The primary insulation consisted 
of a 2.85" Microlitc glass fibre blanket faced on its outer (hot) surface 
with 0.0007" alminiwn foil and cemented to a 0.014" thick laminntcd plastic 
sheet. This laminate acted as a structural support for the primary 
insulation and as the outer wall of the cooling air duct. The glass fibre 
blanket was cut away to accommcdntc the panel frame members. The primary 
insulation was attached to the 2" subsidiary frame by light alloy bolts 
secured by speed nuts to Dure8tOs brackets spaced at 6" pitch and a plastic 
spacing strip was inserted above the 3" frame member flange to prevent it 
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contacting the primary insulation. The cooling air passage was I" deep and this 
vnlue was maintained by a number of spacer columns in xidltmn to the edge 
channels and mounting attnchmcnt Z-scotIon member. 
consisted of $' Plasticcll type D&O sheet. 

The secondary insulation 
Details of the insulation material 

properties are given in Appendix 1. 

Panel B198.2 was similar in attachment and secondary insulation to 
panelB198.1 but the primary msulation was modified by repl:cing the laminate 
with Plasticell typo D@l sheet of $I thickness and reducing the hlicrolite glass 
fibre blanked thickness to 2". An overall depth of 3.85" was retained between 
the metal panel outer skin and the air duct wall by increasing the air gap 
between the metal panel and the aluminium foil layer. These mcdifications 
increased the stiffness CC? tine prilnery insulation layer and the plcstic spxers 
required in panel B198.1 were deleted. 

As shown in Fig.8, this sp~~rmenwae subsequently modified, to 
panel Bl98.2X1, by the addition of strips of 2 w Plnsticell type D40 in the 
integral air duct above the frame members. 

This modification was amile in an attempt to reduce the heat flow up the 
frames. 

Panel B198.j The bulk insulation layers of this panel were identical with 
those of Panel B198.2 but the mounting method diffcrcd in that attachment of 
the primary insulation to the panel structure was transferred from the 2" 
secondary frame to the 3" main frame and the air duct depth was increased 
from I" to ?gtl. The additional Plasticell strip in the air gap above the 
main frame, as developed in panel Bl98.2M, was retained and the strip above 
the subsidiary frame was transferred to a position between the frame flange 
and the 2 Plastioell sheet as shaurn in Fig.9. 

PanelB198.4 In this panel the bulk primary insulation was again the seme as 
panels B198.2 and .3 but the method of attachment to the main frame me&x-s was 
considerably developed to be more representative of en aircraft installation. 
The secondary insulation was roduoed to a $ layer of plastic sponge backed 
with a thin glass cloth laminate to provide r%idity. Details are given in 
Big.10. 

Panel B198.5 was of similar dusrgn in mounting details to panel 3 but the 
thickness of the glass fibre blanket was increased frcm 2" to 3" to 
accommodate the increased depth of frame members ard Fibreglass material was 
used in place of Mxrolite. Theelr passage depth was reduced to I", as shown 
in Flg.ll. 

Panel Bl98.7 Fig. 12, bed a priarxy insulation assembly formed from moulded 
Plasticell type D45/50 sheet with a tiyer of aluminised kielanex cemented to 
the outer surface (facing the hot structure assembly). The secondary 
insulation layer was identical with that used on panel B198.4. The assembly 
attachment to the 3" frame was of sunU.r design to that used on panel B198.4. 
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3.2 Floar bcsm specimen 

3.2.1 This test specimen, panel B198.6, was representntivc of the Joint 
between the fuselcga wall end a passenger onbin floor besm. It was tested to 
investigate the problems associated with suoh major struoturnl assemblies 
penetrating through both the insulation assembly and the integral air passage. 
Fig.13 shows dragrematically the region represcntcd by thy: test panel and 
indiontes how the floor beam &cts as e low therme.l rcsistnnce peth for heat to 
flcm from the hot aircraft skin through the insulrtion assembly into the 
psscnger cabin and under-floor acmpartment 1~1 addition to possible heat flow 
into the cooling air passego itself. 

3.2.2 Details of panol structure Figs.14 and 15 shows structural 
detciils of the panclwith the insulation removed but with the Durcstos cdgo 
box in position. Additional details arc given in Fig.16. The pnnolwns a 
3' x 3' x 16 s.w.g. light alloy plctc with Z-section stringers 
1.15" x 6" x 18 s.w.g. as in specimen panel B198.5. The spuclmcn carried a 
central main frame 4" deep with a 3" subsidio.ry frame cithcr side, tho frames 
being identical with those in panel B198.5. Also attached to the skin wore 
two 4" deep longcrons of Z-section fcnned fran 18 8.w.g. li&t alloy. The 
frclms, and stringers wore riveted to the simulated skin and the floor beam 
longerons were attached to the skin by bolts. The floor beam was a canposite 
channel formed frcm an 18 s.w.g, light alloy plate reinforced along its edges 
with angle section to form a 4" x I" channel. It was attached to the 4" frame 
member and to the two Z-section longerons by means of angle sections secured 
by bolts. As indicated in Flg.15, provision ws.8 made in the design far the 
intrcduction of Dursstos packing pieces into all the bolted joints to allow 
testing both with and without joint packing. It can also be seen in Fig.15 
that the stringers were cleated to the freme members, a feeture whichwas not 
intrcduced on any of the other specimens. 

The floor beam was reduced to 18" in length, for convenience in 
handling the specimen, end had a representative area of floor (including a 
seat rail), under-floor skin and box structure nttachsd as shown in 
Figs.14 and 16. This structure was secured to the beam by means of bolted 
joints with provision for Durestos packing pieces between the metal faces. 

3.2.3 Details of insulation The primary insulation was ldenticalwith 
that ap lied to panel B198.5 except where modified to take the floor beam 
(Fig.lG . P The main mciiificntion was that a Durestos air passage moulding vms 
fitted over the floor beam, and ccmnected to mountings on the floor beam 
longerons. This Durestos structure shielded the floar beam from the air in 
the cooling air passnge ard acted ns an attachment for both the primary end 
secondary insulation layers. The secondary insulation was n ccmposite glass 
cloth laminnte/foam plastic layer as used in panelB198.4 with the addition 
of a layer of Roynlite c&bin trim material. The joints in this innermost 
layer were covered with a copeing strip as in ~n~elB198.4. 

4 mms 

4.1 Germ nl 

In general the tests were msde at nominal skin temqratures of 10C°C 
ard 120°C, a range of aooling air inlet temperature af 20 C to 30°C nrd mass 
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flows of 4, 6, and 8 lb per minute per speoimen. This mass flow rate is 
equivalent to 1.33, 2 and 2.66 lb/min per foot of panel specimen length. 

4.2 Temrerature 

Typical temperature distributions within the various specimens sre given 
in Figs.17 to 24. 

4.3 Heat balance 

4.3.1 Heat flow One of the objects of the experiments was to determine 
and compare the thermal resistances of the various insulation assemblies. Since 
the speczmens were of wall cooling type and since only two secondary insulation 
assemblies were tested it is more convenient to compare the conduotances of the 
various primary insulation assemblies based on the temperature difference 
between metal skin surface an3 air passage mean air temperature. However, as 
described 111 para 3.1.1, the ratio of mal~l frame members to subsidiary frame 
members in the test panel structure differed from the ratlo proposed for the 
projected aircraft and since the bent flows in these frame members were different, 
and of significant magnltrde compared to the heat flow in the bulk insulation, the 
total,heat flow through the specimen would not be the same as the heat flow 
through a similar area of aircraft fuselage. To obtain the equivalent conductance 
of the primsry insulation - that is the conductance applicable to the aucraft 
fuselage based on an area of surface containing the correct proportion of main 
frame subsidiary frame and bulk insulation - it was necessary to determine in 
each case the heat flow in both main and subsidiary fraides and in the bulk 
insulation remote from the frames, and to sum these values in a particular 
manner as discussed in p.-ra 5.1 below. In all the tests adequate experimental 
measurements were mcde to allow these heat flows to be derived and tile values 
obtarned were used to calculate the tctalheat flow through the prinmary insula- 
tion layer of the specimen (9,). 

Under ideal oonirtions of balanced guards and stabzlity of temperature 
this heat flow through the prinary insulation (qT) should equal the heat Input 

from the main heater (q,) and also the heat output from the specimen (%UT) 

which is the sum of the heat gained by the cooling air plus the heat flew through 
the secondary msulat~on. If this equality was obtained it could be assumed 
that the experimentally derived values of heat flow up the frams members and 
through the bulk primary insulation were correct and an equivalent conductance 
for the aircraft case could be reliably calculated. Under the opnditlons of 
test this equality was not obtained and the accuracy of the various methois 
must therefore be examined to determine if the experimentally derived values 
of frame and insulation heat flow ere acceptably accurate. 

4.3.2 Primar,y insulation heat flow The heat flow through the primary 
insulation was obtained by summing the frame member heat flows and a proportion 
of the bulk primary insulation heat flew remote from the frames, The heat flow 
up the frame members (qF/C.) per unit length of frame was derived fraw 

(1) 
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where kp = 

% = 

AS = 

theoretical conductivity of the arterial CHU/ft2 i-z°C/ft, 

area per unit length of frame = ft2/ft 

measured temperature gradient in "C in the frame over a 
distance of % feet in the direction of heat flow. 

In 'the tests AT.& was the mean of at least twc sets of values for both 

main (+/G) cad subsidiary (Q/G) fr,amc haat flcms. 'The hunt flow in the bulk 

primary insulation remote frcm the frames (qP/A) was derived from 

ATP 
q# = up CHU/ft2 hr 

where RP = thermsl resistance of the bulk assembly ft* hr'C/CHLJ 

= 
c 

a 
k 

where k and d are the theoretical conductivities and actual dimensias of the 
composite assembly, 

and ATP = recorded temperature gradient over the thickness . d of 
the ocmpnsite assembly. cc> 

In an area of insulated structure containing frame members the total 
heat flow (qT) can be expressed as the total frame member heat flow 

(%I + %2 . ..) plus a fraction F' of the bulk insulation heat flow (q,) 

i.e. 

pf = (c+, t %2 . ..I + F' qp - 

The value of F depends on parameters such as insulation thickness, frame size, 
frame pitch, insulation conductance etc and varies from unity, when no frames 
are present, to zero when the whole heat flow passes up the frames. From tests 
with an electrionl analogue' the value of this factrr was determined for 
panelB198.3 and gave the relationship 

s, = 3x3xqF/G+3xqc/G~9xO.83x4/11 CHU/hr (3) 

for n specimen 3' x 3' = p ft2 in area containing 3 main frame members 3' in 
length and one subsidiary frame 3' in length. This relationship was also used for 
panels B198.1, 0198.2, Bq98.4 anl Bl98.7. 

In the case of panel B198.5 analogue tests provided the relationship 

.s, = 9c+,/e+3q@+9xW23qdA cHIJ/lw . 
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Using equations (3) or (4) as appropriate, the value of the heat flow 
through the primary lnsulntion assembly was derived. 

4.3.3 Heat input The heat input to the specimen (q,) was obtained by 

recording the power supplied to the main rig heater by means of an accurate 
wattmeter. Since absolute stability of temperature within the test specxaen 
could not be maintained this steady input power was supplemented by the heat 
absorbed orreleasedby the specimen corresponding to the temperature change. 
This supplement was of the order of +rb of the steedy anput power and was 
calculated from 

s = c (M Cp dT/dt) CHU/hr 

where S = heat supplement CHU/br 

Id = component mass lb 

C 
P 

= ccanponent specific heat crrU/lb'C 

dT/d.t= mean rate of change of temperature 'C/hr. 

4.3.4 Heat output The heat output fran the specimen (qCuT) was the sum 
of the heat gained by the cooling axr (qA) plus the heat flow through the 

secondary insulation (qS). These values were calculated from 

qA = hiA CpA ATA x 60 CHU/hr 

where M A = coolang air mass flow in lb/min 

CPA = specific heat of arr 

ATA = recorded temperature gradlent from inlet to outlet frcm the 
integral air passage 

and 

where ATS = recorded temperature gradlent across the secondary insulation 
layer in "i: 

RS = thermal resistance of the secondary insulation assembly 
ft2 hr%/CHU 

(6) 

AS = surface area of the secrndary insulation = 9 ft2. 
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4.3.5 Heat balanoe' The values of qT, q, and qO,,T derived fran the 

various tests are given in Tablee 2 - 9 and it can be seen that specimen heat 
balance, indicated by equality of these heat flrws, was not obtained. 

It is considered that the value of qIN is sn accurate measure of the 
heat input but close examination of the specimen/test rig assembly reveals 
that lt is unlikely that qIN is an accurate measure of the heat flow through 

the specimen, for the following reasons. 

(I) The presenoe of the frame members within the insulation result in a 
far from hclnogeneous assembly and an irregular temperature distribution must 
be obtained at the specimen sides containing the frame member ends. The side 
guard heaters were not graded to conform to this irregular distribution so 
that it is considered that, even with guard heaters adjusted to indicate mean 
equilibrium temperature, there would be srme heat flow outwards thrcugh the 
guards at these side positions. 

(2) There was no yard along the top edge of the inner box sides and 
this f2' of edge would allow heat loss from the main heater. 

On this basis the value of q, should be greater than qT and ti-m 
disorepanoy should lnorease with temperature. Fig.25 shows a plot of qIN 

and qT for panel B198.4. The plot shws a'value of (q, - qT) inareasing 

with increase in heat flow (i.e. with temperature) and an average value of 
the difference in the order of some 213 watts. .This is the order. of 
discrepancy that would be expected. Similar results can be obtained from 
the results from the other test specinmns. 

It is therefore considered that, although the values of qT and qm 

are not equal, there is no indication that qT are incorrect but rather that 

they are probably sufficiently accurate for canparative purposes. 

With regard to heat output from the specimen, qCUT, great difficulty 
was experienced in the accurate measurement of the temperature rise of the 
cooling air during its passage through the specimen. This temperature rise 
varied, theoretically, over the range 0.5 to 2@C so that a &"C error in 
measurement is equal to a lOC$ - 257 error in estimate of heat gain by the air. 
The problem was further increased by the elongated shape of the air duct, 
36" x I" in oross seation and by the complicated heat flow within it. As 
stated in para 2.2.3 the method of measurement of this temperature difference 
was developed during the test programme but it is considered that the:accuraoy 
finally attained was not of a high enough order to allow comparison with the 
derived values of heat flow through the primary insulation layers. 

Since the derived primary insulation heat flow is in agreement with the 
power input, allowing for heat losses, and since the derived values of heat 
output are suspect it is considered that oompirison of equivalent conductance 
values for the various insulation assemblies based on the derived primary 
insulation heat flow is acceptable. 
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Values of equivalent ccnductence and heat flow for the primary insulatlcn 
layers are given 111 Table 1. 

4.4 Floor beam Joint 

In the case of the floor beam Joint specimen no attempt was made to 
derive s, in view of the ccmplicaticn of the specimen. The main heat flow 
results are presented separately in Fig.26. Two cases are given. The 
modification which was made to the specimen consisted of the insertion cf 
Durestcs packing pieces into the Joints between the skin and the fleer beam 
lcngercns, between the lcngercns and the frames an3 in the floor beam assembly. 

5 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS . 

5.1 Equivalent conductance 

As disassecl in paras 3.1.1 and 4.3.1 the difference in frame distribution 
between the test specixens and the arcraft case requrres that the primary 
insulation conductance In the aircraft case be calculated from the specimen 
individual heat flows and cannot be obtained directly from the specimen total 
heat flew. It is only on the basis of the aircraft installation that the 
various assemblies can be compared. An equivalent square foot cf aircraft 
fuselage wculd be an area cne main frame pitch in width containing a subsidiary 
frame and the appropriate area of bulk insulation attaclxnents and internal 
ducting. In the case of the B198 project the frame pitch is 22 inches and the 
equivalent area is therefore 22 inches in width ard l&/22 = 6.55 inches or 
0.545 feet in length: the frame members would be 0.545 feet long. Using the 
electrical anal@gue values quoted in para 4.3.2 for the modifying effect cf 
frame members cn heat flew through the bulk insulation the equivalentccnduot- 
ante k'/d based on the temperature difference between simulated skin and air 
passage mean air tem~rature can be expressed as 

and 

q&) + 0.83 q&]/AT CEU/ft2hrcC (8) 

t 0.68 sp/A AT Y CHU/ft2hrcC (9) 

for the specimens with T'and 4" main frame members respectively, 

where +/e = measured heat flow per ft length up main frames in CHU/ft hr 

qC/& = measured heat flew per ft length up subsidiary frames in CHU/ ft hr 

",p/A = me~;ur;r;;a;$~~2p~ ft2 through bulk prim~nry insulation remote 

AT = temperature difference between outer skin and mean air passage 
temperature OC. 
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The values of equivalent conductance for the- fuselage insulation specimen9 ar8 
given ,in Table I. The value of k'/& for spcimen B198.1 was 0.14-b GHLJ/ft hr C. 
The difference in construction between panels B198.1 and B198.2 was mainly the 
replacement of 0.85" of @ass fibre blanket by $*I of foamed plastic insulant. 
This made no significant difference to the conduotivity value derived. +&en 
specimen B198.2 was modified in an attempt to decrease the frame heat flows the 
value of k'/C was reduced to 0.139. In tests of specimen B198.3, basioally 
similar to B198.Sl except that the attachment was changed fraa the subsidiar 
fraue to the main frame, the conductance ~8 found to vary fran 0.143 CHU/ft 3 hr°C 
at a cooling air flow of 1.33 lb/ft min to 0.179 CHU/ft2 hr°C at a flow of 
2.67‘lb/ft min. This rise in k'/C is attributed to ccollng air leakage from the 
cooling air duct into the zone below the primary insulation at the joint 
attachment which was found to be slightly distorted after test. The rise in 
conductance of 2515 would be serious if it occurred in the aircraft rind in-licates 
the need for gocd integrity of insulation attachment joints. Panel specimen 
B198.5 followed B198.3 in chronolr>gical sequence and is basically the same 
design adopted for 4" frame mcnbers in place-of 3" ones. Care was exercised in 
Sealing the attachment Joints to prevent air Circulation. A conductance of 
0.102 CHU/ft2 hr'oI: was obtained which compares wall with that from specimen 
0198.3 at low airflow when allowance is made for the increased thickness of 
bulk insulation. 

Test specimen B198.4 was designed to prevent air leakage at the 811' 
passage attachment joint to the main frame and the Joint assembly was more, 
representative of aircraft standards. The resulting value of conductance of 
0.120 CHD/ft2 hr'c' was the lowest achieved of the test panels with 3" fr&ie, 
membe s and the assembly was used in the 20' ltag cabin test sp+zimen. 

5 
In the 

tests of this cabin specimen a similar primsry insulation conductance was 
recorded thus justifying the conclusions of para 4.3.5. 

Specimen B198.7 was tasted to investigate the use of more rigid assemblies 
but the high value of k'/C = 0.245 was obtained. This value was higher than was 
anticipated and examination of the specimen after test showedcthat the foam plastic 
layer had distorted between the frame members and had ccme into direct contact with 
the panel stringers and the stisidiary frame thus reducing the thermal resistance 
of the air gaps and increasing the overall hent flow. 

5.2 Heat leakage factor 

If the equivalent conductance, k'/C, of the primary insulation (or of the 
total insulation assembly if wall cooling is not employed) is compared with the 
theoretical conductance (k/e)Ptil, of the insulation remote frnn the frams 
the difference in value can be attributed to the effect of the relatively-low 
thermal resistance paths of the frame members and attachment fittings. The 
ratio (k'/C)/(v&)P 

Sh 
is gentirclly referred to is the heat leakage factor. 

In the assessment c cooling system loads in-project studies the value of 
(k/C)Pth can bc calculated for a proposed insulutl~% nssembly crnd a vnluc of 

heat leakage factor applied to allow calculation of the heat load. Values up 
to 2.0 have been s@gestedl for this factor. 

The theoretical conductance of the primary insulation assemblies are given 
in Table 1. These values include the thermal resistance of the air gap between 
the skin and the primary insulation and were calculated in the manner described 
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in Appendix 2 for specimen B198.4. The resultant heat leakage factors are also 
given in Table 1 and can be seen to lie in the.range 1.25 to 1.5 except for 
values of 1.69 and q.82 obtained III tests of specimen B198.3 where the high. 
value is attributed to joint break&w% 

It is considered that for structural make up cf the type tested 
(conventional dimensions for a large passenger transport fuselage) the value 
of 2.0 for the heat leakage factor is high and wculd represent a poor thermal 
design. Reasonable care in the design of joints and attachments should allow 
a factor of f.5 to be achieved and extreme care and attention to detazl could 
reduce this to 1.25. This of orurse only applies to the bulk fuselage. The 
presence of windows, doors, floor beams etc must be allowed far additionally. 

5.3 Structure heat flows 

5.3.1 Frame member heat flow In discussing the heat flew into the 
prlmsry insulation alcng the 1~ thermal resistance paths offered by the frnm? 
members, it is convenient to consider the results in terms of the aircraft case. 
In Table 10 the results are presented on the basis cf an equivalent square foot 
of fuselage with the cuter skin at 120°C and a mean cooling air temperature of 
2occ. 

There is little difference between the results of specimens 1 ard 2, 
scme /+I+$ of the heat flow was equally divided between the main and subsidiary 
(attachment) frames. The insulation added to specimen 2M above the frame 
members reduced the frame heat flows by scme 15fi. 

In the case of specimen 3, and subsequent specimens, the lnsulaticn 
attachment to the structure was removed from the subsidiary frames to the main 
frames. Although this had little effect on the overall result, the subsidiary 
frame heat flov reduced from 2.63 to 1.59 CHU/hr ad the main frame flow 
increased from 2.77 to 4.07 CHU/hr indicating the effect of heat flow through 
attachments. Also indicated in the results from specimen 3 was the large 
zncrease in heat flow which could result from faulty attaohment design. Due 
to material distortion at the attachment joint on the main fraine some CirCula- 
ticn of am between the air duct and the airspace around the frsme was allowed 
with corresponding transport of heat mto the air duct. This is reflected in 
the 3" frame heat fly snd the total heat flow per square foot which increased 
frcm 14.3 to 17.9 CHU/hr, an increase of 25$, for a cooling air flow increase 
of 1.33 lb/min ft to 2.67 lb/mm ft. In general the effect on heat flow of 
increase in airflow was too small to be separated from experimental scatter in 
results. 

Specimen 4 incorporated the best engineered attaohment joint and this is 
reflected in the low values cf frame heat flow and overall heat flaw which 
were obtained urdor test. Nevertheless nearly 3C$ of the heat flowed up the 
frame members. 

The results from specimens 5 and 6 (floor beam specimen) are comparable 
in so far as the frame members are the same sise. It oan be seen that in the 
case of specimen 6 the frame heat flows were,affected by leakage snd widely 
different results were obtained between the modified and unmodified speclrnens 
although the mcdifioation itself in no way altered the thermal resistance of 
the frame member heat flow paths. The removal and re-attachment of the insulation 
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wcnJ.ii appear to have increased the leakage effect snd increased the frame heat 
flows. The minimum values for the tests on specimen 6 are comparable with 
those on specimen 5. 

5.3.2 Stringer heat flow Heat~flow up the stri cr webs was measured 
in some tests by determining the temperature gradient up the web. This 
temperature gradient was of the order bf O.3o/in. and therefore indicates that 
the stringers are acting as fins assisting heat flow from the skin to the 
primary insulation. An mcrease of IQ% in conventional heat transfer area was 
made to allow for stringer fin effect 'in deriving the theoretical conductance 
of the bulk primary insulation as descbibed in Appendix 2. 

5.3.3 Floor beam heat flcxv The heat flow up the floor beam, measured 
by determining the temperature gradient in the beam, is presented in Fig.26 
in CHU/hr°C based on the difference between the simulated skin and cabin air 
temperatures and is the heat flow from one floor beam joint. These results 
suggest that the majority of the floor: beam heat passed directly into the 
simulated internal cabin structure - i.e. floar, seat rails etc. For the 
case of a skin temperature of 12O’C and a cabin/under floor temperature of 
20°C sash floor beam wculd contrioute 'some 50 CHU/hr (25 watts) to the cooling 
system load by virtue of the beam/fuselage joint. An additional heat flow, in 
this case to the wall cooling air, rehts through the floor beam longerons. 
As shown in Fig.26 this heat flow is &imilar, in order, to that in the main frame 
members and in the speoimen tested it appeared to be subject to variation due 
to air leakage at attachment joints. 

5.3.4 Packins pieces The effect of thermal insulation packing picoes 
in metal joints of the floor beam and in the floor beam and longeron to fuselage 
Joints was negligible. The thermal rcsistanoe of the packing pieces is small 
and adequate convective heat transfer around Lhe joints negates any effect 
they have. As shown in Fig.26, the effect of the packing pieces was completely 
masked by chsnges in attachment joint leakage. 

5.4 Insulation joints 

The thermal insulation applixi to aircraft cabin walls is germrally 
required to be removable to allow periodic inspection of the structure. This 
requires that the installation is applied to the structure in segments or panels, 
each segment being joined to the edjaocnt ones. The test spcoimcns included 
typical joints of this type. The structure heat flows in specimens 3 and 6 
indicated the changes in therm1 resistance which can result if the joints sre 
not carefully desigmd. Although the specimen joints woro readily accessible 
for inspection considerable decrease in thermal resistance resulted after the 
joint was broken and reassembled. On an actual aircraft installation there. 
would bc many joints and scme wruld be in positions where both assembly and 
inspection would be difficult. Unless the joints were designed on an engineer- 
me, basis with a view to reassembly, it is most probable that the initial 
thermal resistance wouti not be achieved after the first and subsequent 
reassemblies, with a consequent deterioration in pcmfort for the cabin 

occupants. 
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6 CCNCLUSIONS 

6. I A satisfactory thermal insulation assembly of wall cooling type was 
developed using ccnvcntional materials (glass fibre blanket Ed foamed plastic 
sheet) which was considered adequately representative of current aircraft 
practice for use in full scale heat flow experiments with a cabin Specimen 
12 ft in diameter and 20 ft in length. The temperatures measured during the 
tests indicated that the materials were working within acceptable limits. . 

The thermal conductance of the primary insulation of this assembly WBS 
determined as 0.12 CHU/ft2 hr°C based on the temperature difference between 
the outer skin and the air in the wall cooling duct [Specimen B198.41. 

6.2 The adverse affect on thermal resistance of low resistance heat flow paths 
within the insulation assembly was clearly demonstrated. In the estimation of 
passenger cabin heat loads due allowanoe must be made for the effect of fuselage 
structure within the thermal insulation. In the case of aircraft of generally 
similar structural make up to th e six&.mens tested and described in this note 
it is recommended that the theoretical heat flow through the bulk fuselage thermal 
insulation should be factored by 1.5 to ally for this affect. If extreme care 
iS taken in the design of the Joints 111 the insulation layers and in the methods 
of attachment this factor may be reduced to a value not less than 1.25. 

It is emphasised that this factor of 1.5 makes no allowance for the 
effects of wuldows, floor beams, bulkheads, doors etc whichwill provide aadcd 
heat flmrs. The order of heat flcm! at floor beam Joints to the fuselage 0~ be 
obtained fraa the results of the teats on specimen BlYa.6. 

6.3 In the design of fuselage thermal insulation assemblies for aircraft vn.th 
hot outer skins attention must be paid to the effect of thz low thermal resistance 
heat paths of attaclvncnts and to the integrity of Joints. These problems are 
aggravate3 by the need to remove the insulation periodically to allow inspction 
of the fuselage well. 

Direct low thermal resistance paths, such as attachment screws, should 
not be provided from the hot structure to any cooling air flow or directly 
into the passenger comprtment. 

Joints in the insulation layers shatld be designed to prevent any passage 
of hot air from the outer air gaps to the cooling air passages or cabin interior. 
In the design of theso Joints due considcratlon must be wven to the effect of 
distortion caused by pressure changes, thermal expansion or ther&al degradation 
of the materials used. 
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A = area 

% 
= speoifx heat 

D = diameter 

ft2 

CHU lb-' 'C-l 

ft 

d = dlstsnce ft 

F' = non-dunensional factat- 

h = heat transfer coefficient 
-2 CHuft ti -1 oc-I 

k = thermal conductivity CHU rt-' hr-' Oc-' 

k'/8 = equivalent conductance mu ft-2 hr -1 oc-1 

= thermal conductance of a representative sqwre foot area of aircraft 
surface 

L = length ft 

e = length ft 

M = mass lb 

NRA = Rayleigh Number 

Q = heat quantity CHU 

P = heat flow CHU hr -1 

R = thermal resistance ft2 hr OC cHu-' 

s = heat supplement cHu/hr 

T = temperature OC or % 

t = time hours 

x = &stance ft 

AT = temperature difference % 

E = emmislvity 

(r = Stephans Constant CHU ft -2 hr-l cl@ 
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SYiiOLS (CoNlq 

SUff iCW 

A =' air 

AL 5 aluminium foil 

c 3 subsidiary frarm member 

C' = convective 

F = mainframemember 

f 

IN 

OUT' 

P 

'th 
P 

S 

S' 

S" 

T 

= film 

= input 

= output 

5 primary insulation asser&ly 

= primary insulation assembly theoretical value 

= radiative 

= secondary insulation assembly 

= skin 

= stringer 

= total 
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APPmDIx 1 

THEFWL CHARACTERISTICS CF KKl'ERIALS 

1 In the calculation of heat flows within the insulation ar+l structum of 
the test panels the values of the various parameters used are given below. 

2 Glass fibre blanket 

Thermal oonduotivity. 

'WlF Microlite" glass fibre as shown in Fig.l. 
"Fibreglass" 

9 
7 ass fibre as shown in Fig.2. 

Density 0.60 lb/ft . 
Speciflo heat 0.20 CHLJ/lb°C. 

3 Plasticell sheet 

Thermal conductivity. 

Type D 40/45. 0.20 + o.bo2T CHU/ft2 hrOC/in. 
Type D 45/50. 

Density 3.0 lb/ft3. 
0.15 + 0.002T CHU/ft2 hr'C/in. 

for T in 'C. 
for T in 'C. 

Speclflc heat 0.25 ChU/lb°C. 

4 Li&t al.10~ 

Thermal conductivity 1200 CIiU/ft2hroC/in. 
Density 169 lb/&. 
Specific heat 0.21 CHU/lb'C. 
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APPENDIX2 

DERIVATION OF THJ3cwETICAL WNDUCTNJCE OF THE PRIkARY IiWULATIO?J 

Considering the bulk primary insulation assembly remote fran frsme 
lffects, the heat flow through the primary insulation (+/A) is equal to 

the heat transferred aoross the air gap from the hot skin to the aluminium 
foil surface. This latter heat flow is a combination of radiative , 
convective and conductive heat flow and is largely a function of TS, the 

hot skin temperature, and T ~, the aluminium foil temperature. The heat 

flow through the primary insulation is a function of the temperatures of the 
individual layers, since the materials used have conductivities which are 
temperature depen?tent, and can be considered as a function of Ta anl TA, the 
cooling air temperature, and the cooling air velocity. Sinoe the heat flor, 
and hence the conductivity, is a function of a number of variables its 
calculation presents some diffioulty. However a close approxlmaticn to its 
value was obtained in the following manner. 

2 The skin temperature, TS, was assumed to be 12O'C [393%] and the heat 

flow from the skin to the aluminium foil was calculated, as described below, 
for various values of Ta. 

The air temperature TA was assumed to be 20°C and the mass flcm 2 lb/min ft 
width of duct. Using these values the heat flow from the alumlnxum foil was 
calculated for various values of TAL and using conductlvlties appropriate to the 
temperature distribution m the insulation layer. 

The two resulting heat flows were equated to give the unique values of 

TAT: 
and heat flow which satisfied both methods and the overall conductance 

oa culated frcm this heat flow value. 

It is considered that the resulting value of conductance is sufficiently 
accurate for our purpose since the assuxmd temperatures and air flow rates have 
been selected to be within the test range of variability and at the design 

. point for the proposed insulation assembly. 

3 Skin heat flow 

(a) s,/J$ th e radiative heat flow from the skin to the foil, can be 

expressed as: 

. qr/A = E ~(4, -3&) . 
: 

For TS, = 393% and E = 0.04 for aluminium foil facrng painted 

aluminium this reduces to 
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Appendix 2 

GA = 9.54 - 0.04(TAL/100)4 CIiU/ft2 hr . (IO) 

(b) %,/A, the convective heat flow frcw the skin to the foil csn be 

expressed, under laminar natural oonvectmn, as 

%,/A = 0.21(NRA)$ (Ts - TAL) kf/x 

where NRA' = Rayleigh Number 

kr = air conductivity at f1l.m temperature Tf 

x = distance from skin to foil. 

CTs 

Assuming ground level pressure, 
- Tfi) 

a film temperature of 115OC and 
E: AT this reduces to 

Q:B = 0.224 AT5'4 x--+ CHU/ft2 hr (11) 

for x in mches. 

(c) qg,,/A, the heat flow from the stringer to the foil, was assumed to be 

conductive in view of the small distance, x.,, between the stringer flange and the 
foil. 

Thus 

q&A = AS,, AT '6/x, A . 

To allow for the strmger fin effect dwzussed in para 5.3.2 the stringer 
flange area AS,, was increased by a factor of 1.1. This equatron then reduces to 

qdA = 0.0262 AT x;' CIiu/ft2 hr . (12) 

The total heat flow from the skin to the aluminium foil is thus the sum of 
equations (IO), (11) and (12) and since this heat also flows through the primary 
insulation it equals qR/A. 

Thus 

%?A = 9.54 - 0.04(T,/100)4 + 0.224 AT 5/4 x-% + 0.0262 AT x;' . 

By inserting the appropriate values for x and x, the value of CJ~A can be 

calculated for a range of values of TAL. The resultant values for specimen 
B198.4 are plotted UI Pig.1. 
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Appetiix 2 

4 Insulation heat flow 

The rate of heat flow frcm the aluminium foil through the primary 
insulation can be expressed as 

qR/A = (TAL - TA)/R 

where R is the thermal resistance of the composite assembly and 

- 

R = l/h+ 
z 

a/k 

e 
e forced heat transfer coefficient in the duct calculated from 

McAdams equation 

(h/Cp bG)(sap n/k);'3 (u&b)0"4 = 0.23/(DG/$"*2 

which applies for moderate values of AT with turbulent flow in ducts with 
L/D greater than 60. This gives a value of 

h = 1.80 CRU/ft2 hr"c 

for the assumed temperature and main flow cotiition. Using this value for h 
and appropriate values for J5 and k (from Appendix 1) the value of R was 
calculated and values of qdA derived for a range of values of TAL. The 
values obtained for specimen B198.4 are plotted in Fig.1. 

5 Theoretical conductance 

It can be seen in Fig.1 that the two curves intersect at TAL = 103'C 

and that the corresponding value of qR/A is 9.88 CHU/ft2 hr. Since the 
assumed skin temperature is IZO’C and the air duct air tempratule is 20°C 
the theoretical conductance of the primary insulation assembly in 
specimen B198.4 is 

WP,, = 0.098% cHu/rt2 hr”c , 

The values for the other specimens were calculated in a similar manner and 
are listed in Table 1. 
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Test 
specimen 

No. 

1 

2 

2x 

3 

3 

3 

4 

5 

7 

6 

TABLE1 

Primary insulation heat flow rate and ccnductance 

Heat flow up 
frame member Bulk 

@/UT insulation 

cHrJ/ft hr"c heat flow 

.ze f,& f;& cHlJ~~~~~c 

- 0.0584 0.0566 0.0997 

- 0.0595 0.0588 0.0993 

- 0.0509 0.0483 0.1023 

- 
- 

0.0748 

0.0748 

\ 

\ I 1 I 1 
0.109 P .om i ) 0.104 

3,%74, 

- - 0.041 0.041 0.022 0.022 0.103 

1.052 1.052 0.028 0.028 - - 0.086 

- - 0.024 0.024 0.066 0.066 0.166 

8.06 8.06 10.025 1 - 0.025 - , - 

Equivalent 
onductance 

k'/& 
Hu/ft2 hr"c 

0.lll.G 

0.147 

0.139 

0.143 

0.166 

0.179 

0.120 

0.102 

0.245 

hearetical 
ond~tance 
(i;/c)pth 

Ku/ft2 hr"c 

Heat ani 
leakage 
factcr 

0.0393 1.47 

0.097 1.52 

0.097 1.43 

O.Og85 1.45 

0.0985 1.69 

0.0985 1.82 

0.0988 1.22 

0.0745 I.3 

0.166 1.48 

Remarks 

Attachment in 2" 
Prams 
Attachment in 2" 
frame 

Added inaulatlon 
above frames 

1.33 lb/ix min of 
duct air 

2.0 lb/ft min of 
duct arr 

2.67 lb/ft tin of' 
duct air 

Panel buckled c-mtc 
the 2" frame 

Floor beam specime 

Values based on temperature difference between skin and air gap mean air temperature. 









TABTX 4 - Smsy of results Blp8.2 modified test panel 

I 
w  

I 

Test No. 
Air mass flclw 
Am inlet tmp 
Skin temp 

Specimen heat balance 

Pcmer input 

Heat output 

Heat through flow 

Specimen heat flow 

Heat flm up 3" frame 

Heat flow up 2" frame 

Heat flow through primary insulatmn 

Primary insulation cczductance based 
On ST 

i I 

ii Ib/'min 4 
%! 9: 23 
?5 9: 125 

91 CHU/h 232 

& mJ/lu 178 

qT mu/h.r 140 

q# AT iHU/ft hr°C 0.0521 

q& LIT CHU/ft hrol: 0.050; 

qd" LIT bXU/ft2 hr°C 0.101~ 

k'/C cHu/kt2 Irot2 0. 140 

rithmetic 
mean 

20.2 
121.3 

0.0506 

o.oL& 

0.1023 

o-139 

eight& 
mean 

0.~509 

o-0483 

0.1023 

o-139 

Theoretxal value of primary insulation conductance from skin to mid au- passage at 6 lb/min flew = (k/-S)Pth 

w3Pth = 0.097 CHu/ft2 hroc . 

Equivalent conductance Prom experinental results = k'/Z 

k'/& = 0.139 . 

Heat leakage factor = 

















TMLE IO 

Heat flow based on one equivalent sqmre foot of fuselage with outer skin at IZO'C and cool& air, 
in mtegral air duct at 20%. 

-I- 

/ 

T otal heat flow 
CHU/hT 

Frame heat flow 
3" 

rb of tota: 

1~6 
14.7 I 
lj.9 
14.3 
16.6 
17.9 
12.0 
10.2 2.84 
24.5 

3.41 to 5.1, 
3.75 to 6 

3.18 
3.24 

::07 

E; 
2124 
I.53 
1.31 

1.36 to 2.31 
6 

21.8 

:;.9 
28.5 
35.8 
4.5 
18.7 
I.5 

5.5 

xilJ/h 

3.1 21.2 

3.2 21.8 
2.63 18.9 
1.59 11.1 
1.59 9.6 
1.59 8.9 
1.2 IO 

3.6 14.6 

I 

: of total 

10th framzs 
$ total 

43 
43.8 
38.8 
39.5 
45.4 
53.9 
28.7 
42.8 
20.1 
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APPENDIX 2 

TEMPERATURE OF ALUMINIUM FOIL SURFACE ‘C . 

FIG. I. HEAT FLOW FROM STRUCTURE TO BULK PRIMARY 
INSULATION FOR Ts = 120°C TA =20°C PANEL 6 198 :4. 





A TYPICAL BRISTOL 198 TEST SPkt\ AEN 

INCORPORATING COOLlNC AIR OUCT 
WITHIN 1HE INSULA;lON 

OUTLET PLENUM 
CHAMBER 

OUTER 
METAL 

\ I” COOLING AIR DUCT 
\ / FIBREGLA%. 

LAGGING 

k INLET AIR 
PLENUM 

CHAMBER 

SPECIMEN BEARER 

PYROTENAX GUARD 

HEATER COILS 

OF COMPRESSED 

ASBESTOS 

FRAME INTERVENING GAPS BETWEEN 
‘BOXES ARE PACKED WITH 

. . 

lI MINERAL WOOL INSULATION 

3’ x 3‘ TEST SPECIMEN 

- - . - - I  

AIR 
1 INNER 
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METAL BOX METAL 00% 

COMPRESSED ASBESTOS 
OUTER CASING 

PRESSURE PICK / 

OFF POINTS FOR 
FLOW OETERM)NAT< 

4’lNLET 
‘AIR PIPE 

3RIFiCE 
,PLATE 

FIG.1. DIAGRAM OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTION TEST RIG 
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BOX - 

INNER HEATER 
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ELEMENT - 

FIG.2 THERMAL CONDUCTION TEST RIG ASSEMBLY DETAILS 
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FIG.3. DETAILS OF PANEL STRUCTURE & LOCATION 
OF THERMOCOUPLE STATIONS: PANEL 8 198-l 
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DURESTOS BOX 

‘-%RUCTURE 

FIG.4. DETAIL OF A TYPICAL BRISTOL 198 TEST PANEL 
AFTER TESTING 
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INSULATION 
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INSUIAYION 

FIG.5. TYPICAL BRISTOL 198 TEST PANEL (AFTER TESTING) 

SHOWING SECONDARY INSULATION REMOVED TO REVEAL COOLING AIR DUCT 
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AIR DUCT 
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FIG.6. TYPICAL BRISTOL 198 TEST PANEL (VIEWED FROM ABOVE) 
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FIG.13. DIAGRAM OF FLOOR BEAM ATTACHMENT. 

PANEL B 198.6 





FRAMES 
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UNDER FLOOR 

FIG.14 BRISTOL 198 (FLOOR BEAM) PANEL 6 

AIRCRAFT 
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- BRACKET 

(DURE~T~S) 

SPACE FOR 

PACKING 

==%CES 

FLOOR 

\ BEAM 
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\ FLOOR 
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SHOWING STRUCTURAL DETAILS WITH 
INSULiTlON REMOVED 
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4” FL01 
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FIG.15 DETAIL OF MODIFIED FLOOR BEAM PANEL 

MODIFICATION CONSISTED OF REPLACING METAL PACKING PIECES 
AND WASHERS WITH SIMILAR ONES MADE OF DURESTOS 
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FIG. 18. TYPICAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
PANEL 8192 2 MODIFIED. 
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F&.19. TYPICAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
PANEL B 198.3. 
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FlG.20. TYP1CA.L TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION. PANEL B 198 :4. 
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FIC.21. TYPICAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION. 
PANEL 0.198-S 
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FIG.22. 9. TYPICAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION. PANEL B -198-7. 
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FIG23 TYPICAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION PANEL B 198/6 
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FG.24. TYPICAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION. PANEL B 198 /6. (MODIFIED) 
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FIG.25 COMPARISON OF HEAT INPUT & CALCULATED HEAT FLOW 
THROUGH PRIMARY INSULATION PANEL 0198:4 
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